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Introduction  

 

The BASH vulnerability was discovered on September 24, 2014, and it shocked the IT security industry all 

over the world: the Shellshock. Since then, Linux system has leapt onto the main stage of security. 

Compared to other operating systems such as Windows or Android, Linux has a relatively small number of 

users. Nevertheless, Linux's prominent role in corporate IT is accounted for by its 27 percent occupancy of 

server OSs around the world. Also, Linux has risen in popularity as the OS of choice for the Internet of 

Things (IoT). Increased use of Linux has naturally brought about more malware targeted at Linux.  

 

This report presents the latest trend in Linux malware.  

 

 

 

Types of Linux Malware  

1. Linux Malware by Purpose 

Linux malware can be divided into the following categories based on their purposes. ▲ Exploit which attacks 

specific vulnerabilities, ▲ DDoS attack malware, ▲ Backdoor which steal user data, ▲ Malware mining 

digital currency. Some Linux malware have a combination of purposes and functions. 

 

■ Exploit  
Some malware have a built-in function for attacking specific vulnerabilities, but sometimes an attacker 

employs a separate vulnerability-attacking program when hacking a server. Of Linux malware discovered in 

South Korea, there is a program which allows local users to escalate privileges by exploiting CVE-2013-2094 

vulnerability. The Korea Internet & Security Agency issued a warning on this vulnerability in February 2014.  

 

■ DDoS Attack  

The majority of Linux malware being identified of late is designed to launch DDoS attacks through Linux 

servers. DDoS-attack malware is relatively easy to detect as it creates a network overload. Akamai had 

issued a warning on DDoS botnets made up of Linux malware on September 3, 2014. 

 

■ Backdoor  

Similar to Windows backdoor, Linux backdoor was created to steal data from systems running on Linux. 

 

■ Digital Currency Mining  

The rise of digital currencies such as Bitcoin has prompted malware creators to produce malware designed 

to mine digital currency. The purpose of this type of malware is clearly monetary gains. Linux servers are a 

favorite of attackers due to their system specifications that transcend general PC performance. 
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2. Linux Malware by Attack Method 

Malware that use the attacks methods of "dropper" and "packing" are on the rise. Other frequently identified 

malware attack methods include the "rootkit," which hides itself from the user and system, and those that 

bypass security programs such as firewalls. "Dropper" and "Packing" Linux malware, the two main culprits, 

are outlined below. 

 

■ Dropper 

Some Linux malware contains within itself another malicious executable. When a dropper is launched, it 

installs the contained ELF file and executes it. It is this ELF file that actually performs malicious functions. 

Thus, even if a security program on a Linux system detects the dropper, the malware remains in the system, 

free to carry out malicious activities. 

 

Figure 1. ELF File Found Inside a "Dropper" 

 

■ Packing 

Linux malware appears to be following the suit of Windows malware by employing the "packing" method. 

Malware of this kind is unpacked by common packers such as UPX. Still, some packed malware cannot be 

unpacked since it manipulates UPX or uses other packers. A Linux malware packed with a customized 

packer may constitute a challenge, as its packed files themselves would have to be detected, as is the case 

with packed Windows malware. 
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Figure 2. Linux Malware Packed with UPX 

 

 

Figure 3. Failure to Unpack with UPX 

 

 

Latest Security Incidents with Linux Malware 

■ Windigo, Operation Windigo 

The IT security company ESET announced in March 2014 its discovery of a large-scale botnet made up of a 

large number of infected systems running on Windows, OS X, and Linux. The botnet known as "Operation 

Windigo" was responsible for malicious activities such as sending out spam e-mail from tens of thousands of 

infected systems. The creator of the malware, after becoming aware of ESET's security activities, included 

the message "Good job, ESET!" in its malware. The malware creator further created a stir by revealing the 

details of the program and tools that can be utilized for attack. 

 

■ Darlloz 

Darlloz is a worm that appeared in October 2013 after digital currency such as BitCoin gained popularity. It 

was the first Linux malware reported to AhnLab this year. It infects x86, MIPS, ARM, and PowerPC systems 

and installs a digital currency-mining program. Darlloz targets not only computer systems but also the IoT 

(Internet of Things). Around 31,000 systems around the world are estimated to have been infected; of those 

17 percent are in South Korea. 
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■ Linux Malware for DDoS Attack 

In May 2014, a Russian IT security company reported the discovery of a Linux Trojan horse that performs 

DDoS attacks. Around the same time the identical malware was detected in South Korea, and Linux malware 

designed for DDoS attacks soon escalated in numbers. 

 

■ Finspy 

The spyware called Finspy or Finfisher is known to have been developed at the request of multiple national 

governments. Linux is included on the list of programs monitored by this spyware. The government-

commissioned development of Finspy by Finfisher of Germany came to light when Finfisher was hacked in 

an incident where source codes and governmental documents were stolen. Last September, Wikileaks 

caused a controversy by revealing the details of a program that is developed and sold by Finfisher and tools 

that can be utilized for attack. 

 

 

Figure 4. Details Regarding the Finfisher Hacking Incident (Source: Finfisher) 

 

 

 

 

 

Route of Linux Malware Infection 

It is not yet clearly known which route the majority of Linux malware takes to infect. Linux malware detected 
by IT security companies such as AhnLab and reported by clients are mostly Trojan horses without a self-
propagation function. Sample malware analysis alone is insufficient to identify routes of infections, and a 
detailed investigation of security breach incidents is required. 
Some Linux malware use vulnerabilities in Apache and PHP. As Figure 5 and Figure 6 show, malware strings 

sometimes lead to the detection of attack packets. 
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Figure 5. Attack Packet of the Malware "Darlloz" 

 

 

Figure 6. Attack Packet of the Digital Currency-Mining Malware "Ssabobot" 
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Conclusion 

Linux had been seen as better-guarded than other operating systems from malware as its open-source 

policy allows for progressive security enhancement by multitudes of contributing developers. However, the 

security of Linux has become increasingly doubtful in recent years. The steady increase in Linux malware 

that began in 2012 suddenly accelerated in 2014. Many systems currently running on Linux do not have a 

security program in place designed specifically for the Linux environment, and this is expected to further 

increase the variety of Linux malware and their infections. 
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